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1. Introduction 

Abstract 
 

The term big data is used to collect information, which is enormous 

and still emergent and increases exponentially concerning time. Big 

data covers both arranged and rearranged data. In the present 

scenario, big data is playing an essential vital role in the healthcare 

industry for the forecasting of the diseases. In the healthcare industry, 

Breast cancer is one of the crest cancers occurring in women of various 

age groups. Breast cancer is another reason for most of the deaths of 

women across the nation. The only solution to this is the detection of 

the disease in the early stages, which gives us chances for finding a 

better solution and cures of the illness. This problem can be 

implemented by taking the dataset using the K nearest neighbor 

(KNN) algorithm to find the classification of the accuracy (i.e., 

Percentage) based on the machine learning for dealing with the 

problem analyze the medical issues for further treatments. 
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Now a day’s often, а therapeutic action doesn’t have that much to do with а person exclusively. 

It is the same that a private clinic would supply to effectively аnyоne based on the past condition. 

Since because medication as we knew that it revolve round “values оf care”, the finest cоurses оf 

avoidance of action for the all-purpose human beings around the nation. By means of breast 

cancer, these principles mean self-examination and mаmmоgrаms later а certain period and 

standard chemotherapy to extravagance а cancer if it is originated. While if the primary action 

doesn’t work, hospital and patients shift оn to one another and the subsequently best hospital for 

the treatment. It is a trial and error method, through life оn the procession. Hence а more specific 

аpprоаch towards the patient’s healing is necessary [1]. 

Big data analytics provides the finest resolution for managing, storing, and analyzing a huge 

quantity of mammographic images. The life cycle has a most important forecast construction 

which improves the medical harsh conditions approach by exciting forecasting construction, 

estimating statistical improvement and shaping a variety of virus pattern. It also provides 

enhanced solution for managing healthcare records [2]. 

 

Figure 1: Prevention of Breast Cancer statistics as per WCRFI 

Breast Cancer: Nowadays Breast cancer is one of the majorly widespread type of malignancy 

diagnose in women across the globe. It’s one of the foremost causes of death in women’s 

universal. World Health Organization, International agency for cancer investigation and 

American cancer society statement that 15 million new-fangled disease cases were record in 2013 

internationally across the world [3]. Usually, breast tumor cells are alienated based on shape of 

the figure like micro classification, ample and designed distortion. In majority of the cases the 

tissue might be either ample or micro classification [4]. Premature recognition and healing can 
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decrease the breast cancer death rate quiet significantly. Regrettably, the symptoms of the breast 

cancer are much understated and differ in emergence at early stages [5]. 

Signs & Symptoms: 

Various types of symptoms for breast cancer are: 

➢ Lumps present in the breast with any size, uniformity, lineament, and with soft or hard 

edges. 

➢ Ache in the breast. 

➢ The whole or a few portion of the breast being suffered from inflammation and redness. 

➢ Present may be some change take place in the nipple i.e., nipple renunciation, ulceration, 

impatient. 

➢ Hemorrhage from the nipple that may be in some color. 

 

 

2. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) 

 

KNN algorithm is also known as Instance-Based Learning. It is the simplest method for 

categorization of samples. At this point various expanse procedures are used for 

categorization of samples. K-nearest neighbor find the numerals of samples from training 

facts which is close to the investigation samples and assigns to the most common class 

label. In this algorithm, instruction samples produce the classification rules without taking 

into account of additional information. It has elevated probability when associated 

instance belongs to the same class. Based on K training sample KNN algorithms identify 

the test samples. For all the instances, K value is always a positive integer. In our dataset 

(WDBC) all the instances are there in amid one (1) and ten (10), thus no need to compute 

normalization connecting those in-stances. Because not any characteristic will persuade 

the others in the detachment computation of KNN. It is extensively used in a variety of 

resolution support scheme for biomedical applications [6-9]. 
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3. Proposed Work 

 

For this experimentation, we use KNN algorithm for the prediction of breast cancer risk. 

We had used breast cancer Wisconsin (original) dataset that is measured from the UCI 

machine learning algorithm [10,16]. The dataset include 699 instances and 10 attributes 

next to with the category tag and it contain missing values (?) which are replaced by the 

mean value of the attribute. The allocation of class will be 459 (65.6%) instances fit in 

to the benign class and other 245(35.5%) instances fit in to the spiteful class [11]. 

 

 

Figure 2: Representation of Breast cancer using Wisconsin Dataset 
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Figure 3: Theoretical representation for early recognition of Breast Cancer based on Machine 

Learning 

4. Evaluation methods 

For this experimentation, we had utilized K nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm and it is 

implemented by using R tool. R is extensively used for the implementation and it is free open 

source software. For computing statistics, graphics it is the most commonly used software 

atmosphere. The initial version of R tool was implemented by the Ross Ihaka and Robert 

Gentleman in the 1990’s, for our test we used R3.4.2 version [12]. It is incorporated software that 

includes several facilities they are for storing and handling the data is a very efficient tool. It also 

performs the array and matrix calculations. For the analysis of data it contains an enormous group 

of midway tools [13-15, 17, 18]. In R tool there is a wrap up available called as ‘neighbr’ for 
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KNN algorithm. By applying KNN algorithm in R tool it provides enhanced accuracy of 97.65% 

when compared to additional methods. 

5. Conclusion 

This article deal with KNN algorithm to categorize cancer tumor as any benign or malignant. We 

had applied characteristic assortment on the dataset to eliminate replica and inappropriate 

features. We applied proportioned uncertainty characteristic assessment in WEKA for facet 

selection. Our proposed approach is evaluated and compared using Wisconsin breast cancer 

dataset. The investigational result shows that accurateness, exactitude, recollect, and F-measure 

are enlarged by our proposed method when compared with various models. In future, we will 

work on feature selection technique to get better the accurateness of the model. The most vital 

future mission is to be crated the benchmark breast cancer datasets which will maintain the 

presentation evаluаtiоn and cоmpаrisоn оf the similar аlgоrithms consequences. 
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